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Abstract

The 2D Navier-Stokes code ns2d at SAAB
Aerospace has been used to simulate the effect of
surface roughness for several 2D flow cases and
geometries. The effect of surface roughness has
been modelled by a modification of the wall dis-
tance in the Chien’s κ� ε model. The flow over
a flat plate, the NACA 652�A2155 wing profile
and the SAAB 2000 wing/flap geometry, for both
clean and rough surfaces, have been computed.
Comparisons with wind tunnel/flight test data are
also presented.

1 Introduction

An important issue for an aircraft industry is to
predict correctly how ice or de-icing fluids ef-
fect the lift characteristics of the aircraft. Exper-
iments and flight tests are expensive and in some
situations impossible to carry out. CFD programs
and the computers have on the other hand become
better and cheaper and hence a reliable alterna-
tive. The present paper describes how the 2D
Navier-Stokes code ns2d at SAAB Aerospace has
been used to simulate the effect of surface rough-
ness for several 2D flow cases and geometries.
The main objective of this work is to estimate the
losses in cl , to be expected shortly after take off,
due to remaining de-icing fluid on the wing sur-
faces.

2 Description of the Navier-Stokes code ns2d

The code ns2d is a two-dimensional time-
dependent compressible Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes solver. The main parts of the
solver are presented in the sections below.
Section 2.1-2.3 describe the mean flow and the
turbulence models used in ns2d. In 2.4 the
modelling of surface roughness is discussed. In
the last section 2.5 the numerical methods in
ns2d are briefly described.

2.1 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions

Integrating the two-dimensional time-dependent
compressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations written in conservative form over an ar-
bitrary quadrilateral cell Ωi; j yields

Z Z

Ωi; j

∂W
∂t

dxdy +

Z

∂Ωi; j

H (W ) n̂ds = 0

where n̂ is a unit vector normal to the bound-
ary and W = (ρ;ρU1;ρU2;ρE) a vector of con-
served variables. The components of W are the
Reynolds averaged density ρ, the Favre aver-
aged velocity components U1;U2 in the Carte-
sian coordinate direction x1;x2 and the Favre av-
eraged total energy per unit mass E. The flux ten-
sor H is decomposed into a convective and vis-
cous/turbulent part
H = (Fc

�Fv;t
;Gc

�Gv;t). The convective fluxes
are given by
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where p is the Reynolds averaged static pressure.
For the viscous and turbulent fluxes we have
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The notation φ̄stands for the Reynolds average of
φ and ui is the velocity deviation from the mean
velocity Ui. For a Newtonian fluid the compo-
nents of the stress tensor τ can be expressed in
terms of the mean velocity gradients and the vis-
cosity coefficient µ according to

τi j = µ

�
∂Ui

∂x j
+

∂Uj

∂xi
�

2
3

δi j
∂Um

∂xm

�

Applying the Boussinesq eddy viscosity con-
cept the Reynolds stresses ρuiu j and the heat
fluxes qi can be formulated as

ρuiu j =�µt

�
∂Ui
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∂xi
�
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where T is the temperature, µt is the turbulent
viscosity and κ the turbulent kinetic energy. The
Prandtl numbers Pr and Prt are chosen as Pr =
0:72 for laminar and Prt = 0:90 for turbulent
flows. Finally the perfect gas law couples the
pressure and temperature to the conserved vari-
ables

p= Tρ and T =(γ�1)

�
E�

1
2

�
U2+V 2�

�κ
�

2.2 Turbulence Transport Equations

In order to close the system above some addi-
tional equations, including κ and µt , have to be
introduced. The turbulent kinetic energy and its
dissipation rate ε are computed from the transport
equations

∂
∂x j

�
ρUjκ

�
=

∂
∂x j

��
µ+

µt

σκ

�
∂κ
∂x j

�
+Pk�ρε

∂
∂x j

�
ρUjε

�
=

∂
∂x j

��
µ+

µt

σε

�
∂ε
∂x j

�
+

c1ε
ε
κ

Pk� c2ε
ρε2

κ
(1)

The production term Pk is defined as

Pk =�ρuiu j
∂Ui

∂x j

and the turbulent viscosity µt is obtained from κ
and ε as µt = cµ

ρκ2

ε . The constants in (1) have the
following values σκ = 1:0, σε = 1:3, σµ = 0:09,
σ1ε = 1:44 and σ2ε = 1:92. The present turbu-
lence model is called the standard high-Reynolds
Jones-Launder κ� ε model.

2.3 Near Wall Modelling

The κ-ε equations do not account for the interac-
tion between turbulence and fluid viscosity and
do not therefore apply to the semi-viscous near
wall region. We have in the present paper used
the Chien low-Reynolds κ� ε model in [4] near
walls. In the Chien model damping functions and
additional source terms are added in order to ac-
count for viscous effects close to a wall. The
source terms are given by

Sκ = 2µ
κ
y2

n
and Sε = 2µ

ε
y2

n
e�y+n =2

where y+n =
ρynuτ

µ , yn denotes the distance to the
wall and uτ the friction velocity at the wall. A
damping function for the turbulent viscosity is in-
troduced according to

fµ = 1� e�0:0115y+n
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The source term c2ε
ρε2

κ is also damped by the
function

f2 = 1�0:22e�(RT =6)2
where RT =

ρκ2

µε

The constants c1ε and c2ε are slightly modified
c1ε = 1:44 and c2ε = 1:92.

2.4 Surface roughness in the Chien κ � ε
model

The effect of surface roughness can be predicted,
using the Chien κ-ε model, by simply replacing
the wall distance yn by yn + R. R is a distance
computed from the following expressions, origi-
nating from Rotta [6]. A similar approach have
also been used in [4].

R̂ =

8<
:
p

k+s � k+s e�k+s =6
; 4:5 < k+s � 70

0:7k+s
0:58

; 70 < k+s � 2000
0:031k+s ; k+s > 2000

and R= R̂ �
�

0:9µ
ρuτ

�
. Here ks is an equivalent sand-

grain roughness height. The effect of shifting the
wall distance by R is that the eddy viscosity is
increased in the near-wall region.

2.5 Numerical methods in ns2d

The code ns2d solves the two-dimensional
time-dependent compressible Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes equations written in conservative
form. The mean flow equations are discretized
in space using a cell-centered finite volume ap-
proximation. Central differences are used for the
convective fluxes. For the viscous fluxes, the gra-
dients of velocity and temperature are first eval-
uated on the cell edges. The viscous fluxes are
then computed in the same way as the convective
fluxes. The molecular viscosity is determined
from Sutherland’s law.

A blend of second and fourth order adap-
tive artificial dissipation terms are added to
the numerical scheme preventing oscillations in
the vicinity of shock-waves and suppressing

odd/even decoupling in the solution. In bound-
ary layers the influence of the artificial dissipa-
tion can be decreased through a local Mach num-
ber scaling.

At solid wall surfaces no-slip and adiabatic
wall conditions are used. The far-field boundary
conditions are computed from one-dimensional
Riemann invariants. In order to allow the far-
field boundary to be placed closer to the airfoil,
without affecting the accuracy of the solution, a
velocity correction, based on the circulation ob-
tained from the computed lift, is applied.

In order to reach a steady state solution the
mean flow equations are integrated in time using
an explicit five-step Runge-Kutta scheme where
the contribution from the dissipation (artificial
and physical) is frozen after the second stage.
A semi-implicit time marching technique has re-
cently been implemented. The convective and
viscous terms are then treated implicitly in the
normal wall direction. Local time stepping as
well as a FAS multigrid method are available for
convergence acceleration.

A number of different turbulence models are
available in the code such as the Baldwin-Lomax
model and different variants of the κ� ε model.
Our base line two equation model is the stan-
dard κ � ε model by Jones and Launder. The
diffusive terms are discretized using central dif-
ferences, while for the convective terms a hybrid
upwind/central differencing is used. For stability
reasons the equations are treated implicitly. In
the present work the near wall flow is modelled
by the Chien model κ� ε.

Transition from laminar to turbulent flow is
imposed at the prescribed locations by setting the
turbulent viscosity, in the cell layer adjacent to
the wall, to 1% of the laminar one in the produc-
tion term appearing in the κ-equation.

A surface roughness model, described in the
previous section, has recently been implemented
in ns2d.

3 Results

We will in this section discuss results obtained
from flow computations over different 2D ge-
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ometries. The flow over both clean and rough
surfaces have been studied. In section 3.1 the
flow over a flat plate is considered. Section 3.2
focus on the flow over the NACA652 � A215
wing profile and in 3.3 the effect of leading
edge ice and surface roughness on SAAB 2000
wing/flap geometry is investigated. Comparisons
with experiments/flight tests are also presented.

3.1 Flat plate

In order to validate the Chien turbulence model
and the roughness model in ns2d the flow over a
flat plate was computed. For this flow case there
exist classical results in the literature both for the
smooth and the rough plate. The turbulent flow
over a smooth plate, at a free stream Mach num-
ber of M∞ = 0.2 and a Reynolds number of Re =
3.9 million, was first computed. Computed and
theoretical velocity profiles are shown in figure
1. The results agree well in both the viscous sub-
layer and in the logarithmic layer. The skin fric-
tion distribution over the smooth plate, ks=L = 0,
is found in figure 2. The theoretical results (see
[8], p.542-543) are due to Nikuradse (theory 1)
and Schulz-Grunow (theory 2). The computed
results are close to the two theoretical results as
can be seen in figure 2.

For the validation of the roughness model the
same flow case was used. Two equivalent sand-
grain roughness, ks=L= 0:001 and ks=L= 0:002,
were selected. The roughness cover range was
100% of the plate. The theoretical results, de-
noted by theory 3, are described in [8], p.553.
The deviation, displayed in figure 3, between
computed and theoretical results are also for this
flow case small.

3.2 NACA652�A215 airfoil

The airfoil NACA652 � A215 has been used in
the literature for validation of roughness mod-
els. There are also experimental results [5] avail-
able for this airfoil. The same calculations as
in [2] have been done for a free stream Mach
number of M∞=0.182 and a Reynolds number of
Re=2.6 million. Calculations for both a smooth
and a rough airfoil have been performed. For the
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Fig. 1 Computed and theoretical velocity profiles
from the flow over a smooth flat plate atM∞=0.2
and Re=3.9 million.
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Fig. 2 Computed and theoretical skin friction for
the flow over a smooth flat plate at M∞=0.2 and
Re=3.9 million.

roughness calculations, similar to those by Hell-
sten [2], a roughness parameter of ks = 0.00123
was selected. The roughness cover range was
from 15% on the lower surface to the trailing
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Fig. 3 Computed and theoretical skin fric-
tion for the flow over a rough flat plate at
M∞=0.2 and Re=3.9 million. Roughness param-
eter ks=L=0.001.

edge on the upper surface which means that the
complete upper part of the airfoil, including the
leading edge region, was covered. For compari-
son we have also computed the flow for a smaller
cover range starting at 10% of the upper surface
ending at the trailing edge. By comparing the re-
sults for the two cover ranges an estimate of the
effect of a rough leading edge can be obtained.
Such a study, for the SAAB 2000 wing/flap ge-
ometry, will also be discussed in the next section.

Figure 4 gives an overview of the pressure
distribution over the airfoil for α = 6o up to 16o.
From the cl curve of the smooth airfoil in fig-
ure 5 we see that the lift increases from 6o to
16o. The stall occurs close to 18o

� 19o. How-
ever for the rough airfoil there is a shift in αcl;max .
For ks=0.00123 and a cover range starting at 15%
of the lower surface the shift is 2o

� 3o. The
losses in cl are about 0.30 for this case and 0.20
for the smaller cover range. Hence the leading
edge roughness has a non negligible effect on
the lift losses. Comparing the results from the
present calculations with those obtained by Hell-
sten we predict a higher cl;max value for both the
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Pressure distribution over NACA 652A215
M=0.182, Re=2.6 million, ks=0
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α=12
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α=14
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o

Fig. 4 Pressure distribution, for different angles
of attack, over NACA 652�A215 at M∞=0.182,
Re=2.6 million and ks=0.

smooth and the rough airfoil (see figure 6). Lift
curves from wind tunnel experiment are shown
in the same figure. The discrepancy between
these are fairly large indicating mismatching in
the experimental setup. However the experiments
and the computations predict approximately the
same losses in cl;max, at αcl;max , due to the surface
roughness (figure 7).

3.3 SAAB 2000 wing/flap geometry

In this section the results from roughness compu-
tations applied to the SAAB 2000 wing/flap con-
figuration will be discussed. In section 3.4.1 the
effect of sandpaper roughness at the leading edge
is studied. The calculations have been done for
the retracted wing/flap geometry. The results are
compared with flight test data. In section 3.4.2
the roughness model has been used to simulate
the effect of a de-icing fluid covering the wing
and the flap.

3.3.1 Sand paper roughness at leading edge

In this section the effect of sandpaper rough-
ness at the leading edge is studied. For the
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cl−α plot for NACA 652A215
M=0.182, Re=2.6 million
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Fig. 5 Computed cl for NACA 652 � A215 at
M∞=0.182, Re=2.6 million and different values
on the roughness parameter ks.
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ks=0.00123, exp. FFA

Fig. 6 Comparison between measured and com-
puted cl for NACA 652�A215 at M∞=0.182 and
Re=2.6 million. (Remark: In Abbott Re=3.0 mil-
lion was used).

chosen test cases there are flight test data avail-
able. All calculations have been done for the re-
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α
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−0.40

−0.30

−0.20

−0.10

0.00

∆cl

∆cl−α for NACA 652A215
 M=0.182, Re=2.6 million

comp. ns2d
comp. Hellsten
exp. FFA
∆cl at cl,max ns2d
∆cl at cl,max Hellsten
∆cl at cl,max FFA

Fig. 7 ∆cl versus α for NACA 652 � A215 at
M∞=0.182 and Re=2.6 million.

tracted wing/flap geometry at a free stream Mach
number of M∞=0.18 and Reynolds number of
Re=11.2 million. In the flight test setup a sand
paper roughness of 300 microns was chosen.
This corresponds to ks=c=0.0002. The wing/flap
geometry used in the present 2D calculations was
obtained from the wing cross section at 1.7 m
from the wing root section. Following the exper-
imental setup 0.4% of lower side and 1.1% of the
upper was covered by sand roughness. The lead-
ing edge roughness results in a decrease of the
suction peak, in the cp-distribution, which in turn
leads to a lower cl . In figure 8 the lift curves for
the clean and rough airfoil are displayed. Cor-
responding results from flight tests are found in
figure 9. Even if the absolute values of cl are not
exactly the same, the ∆cl , i.e. the losses in cl be-
tween clean and rough airfoil, agree rather well
as can be seen in figure 10.

3.3.2 De-icing fluid roughness

The main objective of the present work was to es-
timate the lift losses due to deicing fluids which
partially cover the wing and flap. Both retracted
flap, δf = 0o, and flap at flap position δf = 15o

have been considered. Different values of the
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SAAB 2000, M=0.18, Re=11.2 millions
Sandpaper roughness at leading edge

δF=0,  ks=0.0
δF=0,  ks=0.0002, cover range 0.4%−1.1%
δF=0,  ks=0.0005, cover range 0.4%−1.1%

Fig. 8 Computed cl�α curves showing the effect
of leading edge roughness on the SAAB 2000
wing with retracted flap, M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2
million.
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SAAB 2000, M=0.18, Re=11.2 millions
Sandpaper roughness at leading edge, experimental data

δF=0,  ks=0.0
δF=0,  ks=0.0002, cover range = large extend 

Fig. 9 Flight test cl�α curves showing the effect
of leading edge roughness on the SAAB 2000
wing with retracted flap, M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2
million.

roughness parameter ks and the cover range have
been studied. We will first discuss the results

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
α

−0.50

−0.40

−0.30
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−0.10

0.00

∆cl

∆cl−α for SAAB 2000, δF=0, roughness at the leading edge
 M=0.18, Re=11.2 million

ns2d, ks=0.0002
ns2d, ks=0.0005
flight test data, ks=0.0002
∆cl at cl,max ns2d, ks=0.0002
∆cl at cl,max ns2d, ks=0.0005
∆cl at cl,max flight test data

Fig. 10 ∆cl versus α for SAAB 2000 wing
with retracted flap and leading edge roughness,
M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2 million. (Remark: the cal-
culations are 2D and flight tests 3D).

for the retracted flap, δf = 0o. A free stream
Mach number of M∞=0.18 and Reynolds number
of Re=11.2 million were chosen. The calcula-
tions were done for four values of the roughness
parameter ks, (0, 0.0005, 0.0010 and 0.0015) and
the cover range was 10%-100% of the upper part
of the wing surface. For all calculations the an-
gle of attack α varies from 6o up to 17o which is
beyond αcl;max . As can be seen in figure 11 the
pressure curve becomes more flat at high angles
of attack α indicating flow separation at the rear
part of the wing. Also the suction peak decreases.
The lift curves for both smooth and rough sur-
faces are shown in figure 12.

For the rough cases, calculations beyond
αcl;max have also been performed. The results
are however uncertain, due to the unsteadiness of
the flow, and have hence been omitted in figure
12. For comparison a calculation with ks=0.0010
and the cover range 40%-100% was also per-
formed. The plot in figure 14 shows how the in-
crease of the displacement thickness effects the
cl losses. The displacement thickness was eval-
uated at 80% of the chord. The computed data,
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which include different values of ks and the cover
range, are clustered around a straight line. Simi-
lar results were presented by Fokker at the ERA
meeting 1995 (ref. [1]).
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Pressure distribution over SAAB 2000 wing−flap geometry
flap angle δF=0

o
, Mach=0.18, Re=11.2 million, ks=0

α= 6
o

α= 8
o

α=10
o

α=13
o

α=15
o

α=17
o

Fig. 11 Pressure distribution, for different angles
of attack α, over SAAB 2000 wing with retracted
flap, M∞=0.18, Re=11.2 million and ks=0.

We will finally look at the computed re-
sults for SAAB 2000 wing/flap configuration
for δf = 15o. The same flow conditions as
above have been applied. Four selections of sur-
face roughness were used ks=0/0, 0.0005/0.0025,
0.0010/0.0025, 0.0005/0.0005 where */* denotes
the roughness of the wing/flap. The roughness
cover range was the same as for δf = 0o for the
wing. On the flap 23%-100% of the upper surface
was covered. Since a collection of de-icing fluids
can be expected on the flap, a higher ks was cho-
sen for the flap than for the wing. In figure 15 the
pressure distributions over the wing/flap are dis-
played. The same observations and conclusions,
concerning the pressure distribution, which were
drawn for δf = 0o are also valid in this case.

The effects of surface roughness on the lift
coefficient can be seen in figure 16. We observe
from this plot that the effect of roughness is more
pronounced compared to that for δf = 0o. Typ-
ically the lift losses at αcl;max are 0.16-0.30 for
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cl−α plot for SAAB 2000
flap angle δF=0, M=0.18, Re=11.2 million

ks=0.0
ks=0.0005, 10%
ks=0.0010, 10%
ks=0.0010, 40%
ks=0.0015, 10%

Fig. 12 The effect of surface roughness on the
cl � α curve for the SAAB 2000 wing with re-
tracted flap.
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ks=0.0005 starting at 10%
ks=0.0010 starting at 10%
ks=0.0010 starting at 40%
ks=0.0015 starting at 10%
∆cl at cl,max for ks=0.0005/10%
∆cl at cl,max for ks=0.0010/10%
∆cl at cl,max for ks=0.0010/40%
∆cl at cl,max for ks=0.0015/10%

Fig. 13 ∆cl versus α at different surface rough-
ness for the SAAB 2000 wing with retracted flap,
M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2 million.

δf = 0o whereas lift losses of 0.36-0.69 are ob-
tained for δf = 15o. From the lift curve we also
observe a shift in αcl;max for ks>0. It should be
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Fig. 14 Lift losses versus the change of the dis-
placement thickness for SAAB 2000 wing with
retracted flap, M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2 million.

mentioned that for δf = 15o unsteadiness in the
flow field was observed for all flow cases. Hence
a time average has been used when computing cl ,
∆cl .

Figure 18 finally shows how the increase of
the displacement thickness effects the loss of
cl . The computed data, which include differ-
ent values of ks and the cover range, are clus-
tered around a straight line in the same way as in
the previous calculations. The slope of the line
is however slightly steeper, compare to that of
δf = 0o, indicating a higher sensitivity to changes
of the boundary layer thickness.

3.4 Summary and conclusion

In the present paper the effect of surface rough-
ness on a flow field has been studied by means
of the 2D Navier-Stokes code ns2d. The Chien’s
κ � ε model has been used to model the tur-
bulence. The roughness is taken into account
through a modification of the wall distance. Sev-
eral test cases have been used to validate the
code. For some of them comparisons with wind
tunnel and flight test data have been performed.
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Fig. 15 Pressure distribution, for different angles
of attack, over the SAAB 2000 wing at flap angle
δf = 15o, M∞=0.18, Re=11.2 million and ks=0.
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ks=0.0010 on the wing, ks=0.0025 on the flap
ks=0.0005 on the wing and the flap

Fig. 16 Effect of surface roughness on the cl �α
curve for the SAAB 2000 wing at flap angle δf =

15o, M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2 million.

The main part of the computations have been fo-
cused on the SAAB 2000 wing flap configura-
tion. The effect of both leading edge roughness
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Fig. 17 ∆cl versus α at different surface rough-
ness for SAAB the 2000 wing at flap angle δf =

15o, M∞=0.18 and Re=11.2 million.
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 Least square fit to SAAB 2000 δF = 0
 SAAB 2000 δF = 15
 Least square fit to SAAB 2000 δF = 15

Fig. 18 Lift losses versus changes in displace-
ment thickness (at 80% of the chord) at varying
surface roughness for SAAB 2000 wing/flap con-
figuration at flap angle δf = 0o and δf = 15o.

and de-icing fluid roughness have been studied.
In the first case lift losses of the same magni-

tude as from flight tests were computed. In the
second case typical losses in cl , for a retracted
wing/flap configuration and a surface roughness
in the range ks=0.0005-0.0010, of 0.1 were pre-
dicted for low α. For α close to αcl:max losses
of 0.16-0.30 were observed. For a flap angle of
δf = 15o higher lift losses, around 0.3 for low α
and 0.36-0.69 at αcl:max were found.
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